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The Personal and Financial Cost of a Motorcycle Crash

To set up personal interviews with any of the following individuals please contact:
Michelle Gray / (office) 612-238-3241 (cell) 651-210-5195 / michelleg@braininjurymn.org
Jeff Nachbar / (office) 612-238-3233 (cell) 612-760-7165 / jeffn@braininjurymn.org

LOLA & MIKE
NEWFOLDEN

Mike, who hails from the northwest corner of the state, enjoyed riding his motorcycle when not on the road 
as an independent truck driver. Mike was involved in a motorcycle crash three years ago when a car pulled 
out in front of him. Mike was not wearing a helmet at the time of his crash. He sustained a traumatic brain 
injury and other injuries; ending his 25 years of independent employment.

In addition to loss of family income, Mike and his wife, Lola, have paid over twenty thousand dollars out 
of their own pocket to cover the financial costs of the traumatic brain injury and other injuries that Mike 
sustained. Not to mention the personal and emotional costs such an injury can have on an entire family.  
Lola and Mike are advocates for reforming Minnesota’s motorcycle insurance policies, which like automobile 
coverage, should cover a certain amount of health care costs associated with a crash. Currently, Mike does 
not have access to the ongoing rehabilitation services he needs due to financial and geographical hardships.

SARA & BRAD 
SAINT FRANCIS

Sara and Brad know all to well the personal and financial cost of a motorcycle crash. Brad sustained 
a traumatic brain injury from a helmet-less motorcycle crash in August of 2010. Brad’s injuries were 
significant. Sara, Brad’s wife, has captured Brad’s journey with brain injury online, and in a scrapbook, to 
help people understand the impact it has had on the entire family.  

Shortly after the accident, Sara suspended her employment as a registered nurse for five months, in order to 
become the primary caregiver for Brad… and their two small children. Brad has been unable to work since 
his motorcycle crash; yet tried resuming the demanding role of being a dad while Sara took on extra nursing 
shifts. This was physically trying on Brad and Sara and led to the exacerbation of Brad’s TBI symptoms, 
requiring Emergency Room care on several occasions. They would benefit greatly by being able to access 
brain injury services, services that are currently unavailable due to state policies.  
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JOHN 
MINNEAPOLIS

John, aka Coffeejon, was involved in a motorcycle crash when a car pulled out in front of his motorcycle on a sunny 
April Fool’s Day in 2004. Coffeejon, an avid helmet-wearing motorcycle rider, believes he would have lost his life 
in that crash if not for his full-faced motorcycle helmet.  He sustained a traumatic brain injury in addition to other 
injuries.  Through extensive rehabilitation therapies Coffeejon learned how to walk and talk all over again. With 
great determination he even resumed his role as a local small business owner.  

Coffeejon understands the long term effects of TBI and has been an outspoken advocate with the Minnesota 
Brain Injury Alliance for safer driving practices.  According to Coffejon, “…bare-headed riders needlessly take on 
additional personal injury risk…’  Coffeejon is committed to sharing his story and promoting policies for safe and 
responsible motorcycle riding in Minnesota.  

LORI
FARIBAULT

The fifth anniversary of Lori’s motorcycle crash is fast approaching on May 12th. While celebrating her birthday in 
2007, Lori was a passenger in a motorcycle crash that put her in a coma for 37 days. She was not wearing a helmet 
and sustained a traumatic brain injury. She is eager to raise awareness about the financial and personal cost of TBI by 
sharing her story… the struggles and the triumphs. 

Lori became involved with the Minnesota Brain Injury Alliance upon receiving Resource Facilitation services 
following her accident. She has come a long way since sustaining her brain injury. She was unable to work right after 
her accident and is now happily re-employed in the health care field.  She has participated in MNBIA events such as 
Disability Day at the Capitol and has shared her story on the radio to help spread the word about brain injury and 
helmet safety.


